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Was Seneca Falls the start of the Women's Rights movement? 
In this inquiry, students will explore primary sources to determine if the Women’s Rights Convention at 
Seneca Falls was as historically significant as it is presented in the textbooks.  
 
Document A: Call for Women’s Rights Convention 

 
Women’s Rights Convention. Seneca County Courier (Seneca County, New York), July 14, 1848. 

Women’s Rights National Historical Park. National Park Service. 
 
Guiding Questions: 
 

1. When was this document written? 
 

2. What does it call for? 
 
 
Document B: The History of Woman Suffrage by Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Susan B. Anthony, 
and Joslyn Gage 

This call [Document A], without signature, was issued by Lucretia Mott, Martha C. 
Wright, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, and Mary Ann McClintock. At this time Mrs. Mott was visiting 
her sister Mrs. Wright, at Auburn, and attending the Yearly Meeting of Friends in Western New 
York. Mrs. Stanton, having recently removed from Boston to Seneca Falls… met Mrs. Mott 
incidentally for the first time since her residence there. They at once returned to the topic they 
had so often discussed, walking arm in arm in the streets of London, and Boston, "the propriety 
of holding a woman's convention." These four ladies… decided to put their long-talked-of 
resolution into action, and before the twilight deepened into night, the call was written, and sent 
to the Seneca County Courier. On Sunday morning they met in Mrs. McClintock's parlor to write 
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their declaration, resolutions, and to consider subjects for speeches. As the convention was to 
assemble in three days, the time was short for such productions; but having no experience in the 
modus operandi of getting up conventions, nor in that kind of literature, they were quite 
innocent of the herculean labors they proposed. On the first attempt to frame a resolution; to 
crowd a complete thought, clearly and concisely, into three lines; they felt as helpless and 
hopeless as if they had been suddenly asked to construct a steam engine. And the humiliating 
fact may as well now be recorded that before taking the initiative step, those ladies resigned 
themselves to a faithful perusal of various masculine productions. The reports of Peace, 
Temperance, and Anti-Slavery conventions were examined, but all alike seemed too tame and 
pacific for the inauguration of a rebellion such as the world had never before seen. They knew 
women had wrongs, but how to state them was the difficulty… 

After much delay, one of the circle took up the Declaration of 1776, and read it aloud with 
much spirit and emphasis, and it was at once decided to adopt the historic document, with some 
slight changes such as substituting "all men" for "King George." …the women felt they had 
enough to go before the world with a good case.  

The eventful day dawned at last, and crowds in carriages and on foot, wended their way 
to the Wesleyan church. When those having charge of the Declaration, the resolutions, and 
several volumes of the Statutes of New York arrived on the scene, lo! the door was locked. 
However, an embryo Professor of Yale College was lifted through an open window to unbar the 
door; that done, the church was quickly filled. It had been decided to have no men present, but 
as they were already on the spot, and as the women who must take the responsibility of 
organizing the meeting, and leading the discussions, shrank from doing either, it was decided, in 
a hasty council round the altar, that this was an occasion when men might make themselves pre-
eminently useful. It was agreed they should remain, and take the laboring oar through the 
Convention. 
 
Anthony, Susan et al. The History of Woman Suffrage. 1887. Rochester, N. Y.: Charles Mann. 
 
Guiding Questions: 
 

1. When was this document written? 
 

2. According to this source, who were the authors of Documents A and B? 
 
 

3. According to this source, how was this event unique or new? 
 
 
 

4. Would you say the authors were humble or novice? How so? 
 
 
 
 
Document C: The Declaration of Sentiments 
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We hold these truths to be self-evident; that all men and women are created equal; that 
they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, 
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that to secure these rights governments are instituted, 
deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed. Whenever any form of Government 
becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of those who suffer from it to refuse allegiance 
to it, and to insist upon the institution of a new government, laying its foundation on such 
principles, and organizing its powers in such form as to them shall seem most likely to effect 
their safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments long established 
should not be changed for light and transient causes; and accordingly, all experience hath shown 
that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves, by 
abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But when a long train of abuses and 
usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a design to reduce them under 
absolute despotism, it is their duty to throw off such government, and to provide new guards for 
their future security. Such has been the patient sufferance of the women under this government, 
and such is now the necessity which constrains them to demand the equal station to which they 
are entitled. 

The history of mankind is a history of repeated injuries and usurpations on the part of 
man toward woman, having in direct object the establishment of an absolute tyranny over her. 
 
Stanton, Elizabeth Cady. “Declaration of Sentiments.” July 19, 1848.  
 
Based on these documents, was Seneca Falls the start of the Women’s suffrage movement? 
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Document D: General Assembly of Maryland 

 
Brown, William Hand Ed. “General Assembly of Maryland.” January 1637/8-September 1664. Maryland 

Historical Society. Published in 1883. Retrieved from 
https://msa.maryland.gov/megafile/msa/speccol/sc3500/sc3520/002100/002177/pdf/aom1_215.pdf.  

 
Guiding Questions: 

1. When was this document written? 
 
 

2. According to this document, does Brent directly ask for the right to vote? 
 
 
Document E: The Lady’s Complaint, Anonymous 

Custom, alas! doth partial prove Nor give us equal measure.  
A pain it is for us to love, But it is to men a pleasure. 

 
They plainly can their thoughts disclose, Whilst ours must burn within,  

We have got tongues and eyes in vain, And truth from us is sin. 
 

Men to new joys and conquests fly, And yet no hazard run.  
Poor we are left if we deny, And if we yield undone. 

 
Then equal laws let custom find, And neither sex oppress.  

More freedom give to womankind, Or give to mankind less. 
 
Anonymous. “The Lady's Complaint.” Virginia Gazette. October 15-22, 1736. Retrieved from 

https://xroads.virginia.edu/~Hyper/VAGuide/newspaper.html.  
 
Guiding Questions: 

3. When was this document written? 
 
 

4. What does this document reveal about women in Virginia before 1848? 
 
 

5. Does the anonymous female author directly ask for the right to vote?	  
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Document F: New Jersey Constitution, 1776 
The state of New Jersey’s constitution of 1776 intentionally and liberally granted all landowners, 
including women and free people of color, the right to vote. In 1790 a revised voting rights law doubled 
down to add “he or she” pronouns, demonstrating the support of women voters. Joseph Cooper, a Quaker 
lawmaker was credited with this change. Quakers believed in the equality of the sexes and permitted female 
preachers. New Jersey women did vote in these early years of the republic, but how many is debated. Some 
counties report that women represented less than a quarter of voters, but newspapers often credited women 
voters for the success of one political party over another. Women voted, like all voters, when the vote was 
contentious, when ballots were anonymous, and when there were easily accessible and local polling sites. 
Many New Jersey polling places were located in taverns where candidates would buy drinks for their 
supporters and voters had to orally declare their vote. Bars were not considered appropriate or safe places 
for women and the evidence shows that women would go in groups to protect one another, voting in 
secession, one right after the other. New 
Jersey women lost the vote in 1807 because 
they were perceived to cast their votes 
mindlessly for candidates without knowing 
where the candidates stood on issues. The 
legislature limited the vote to “free, white, 
male citizens” 21 years of age 
disenfranchising free people of color and 
women in one swoop. 
 
All Inhabitants of this Colony of full 
Age, who are worth Fifty Pounds 
proclamation Money clear Estate in the 
same, & have resided within the County 
in which they claim a Vote for twelve Months immediately preceding the Election, shall be 
entitled to vote for Representatives in Council & Assembly.  

 
New Jersey Historical Society. “The Petticoat Politicians of 1776: New Jersey’s First Female Voters.” It 

Happened Here. https://nj.gov/state/historical/assets/pdf/it-happened-here/ihhnj-er-petticoat-
politicians.pdf. 

 
Guiding Questions: 

6. When was this document written? 
 
 

7. What does this document reveal about women in New Jersey before 1848? 
 
 

8. According to this document, do women in New Jersey directly ask for the right to vote? 
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Document G: Religion and the Pure Principles of Morality 
Oh, you mothers, what a responsibility rests on you! You have souls committed to your 

charge, and God will require a strict account of you. It is you that must create in the minds of 
your little girls and boys a thirst for knowledge, the love of virtue, the abhorrence of vice, and 
the cultivation of a pure heart… O, do not say, you cannot make anything of your children; but 
say, with the help and assistance of God, we will try. . . . Perhaps you will say, that you cannot 
send [your daughters] to high schools and academies… Our minds have too long groveled in 
ignorance and sin. Come, let us incline our ears to wisdom, and apply our hearts to 
understanding; promote her, and she shall exalt you; she shall bring you to honor when you do 
embrace her… 

I am of a strong opinion, that the day on which we unite, heart and soul, and turn our 
attention to knowledge and improvement, that day the hissing and reproach among the nations 
of the earth against us will cease… It is of no use for us to sit with our hands folded, hanging our 
heads like bulrushes, lamenting our wretched condition; but let us make a mighty effort, and 
arise; and if no one will promote or respect us, let us promote and respect ourselves… 

Shall it any longer be said of the daughters of Africa, they have no ambition, they have no 
force? By no means. Let every female heart become united and let us raise a fund ourselves; and 
at the end of one year and a half, we might be able to lay the corner-stone for the building of a 
high school, that the higher branches of knowledge might be enjoyed by us… Let each one strive 
to excel in good housewifery, knowing that prudence and economy are the road to wealth. Let 
us not say, we know this, or, we know that, and practice nothing; but let us practice what we do 
know. 

How long shall the fair daughters of Africa be compelled to bury their minds and talents 
beneath a load of iron pots and kettles? Until union, knowledge, and love begin to flow among 
us. . . . We have never had an opportunity of displaying our talents; therefore the world thinks 
we know nothing… The Americans have practiced nothing but headwork these 200 years, and 
we have done their drudgery. And is it not high time for us to imitate their examples, and 
practice headwork too, and keep what we have got, and get what we can?  
 
Stewart, Maria.  “Religion and the Pure Principles of Morality: The Sure Foundation on Which We Must 

Build”. Speech, October, 1831. From Teaching American History. 
https://teachingamericanhistory.org/document/religion-and-the-pure-principles-of-morality-the-
sure-foundation-on-which-we-must-build/.  

 
Guiding Questions: 

9. When was this document written? 
 
 

10. What does this document reveal about Black women’s focus before 1848? 
 
 
 

11. Does Stewart directly ask for the right to vote?	  
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Document H: Letters on the Equality of the Sexes, and the Condition of Woman, Sarah 
Grimke 
Sarah Grimké is one of the most famous white abolitionists in the Antebellum period. She was born a 
wealthy slave owner in South Carolina before converting to the Quaker faith and fleeing to the North. She 
advocated for the immediate emancipation of enslaved people, but her speeches were often contentious as 
women were not supposed to speak in public, especially to mixed audiences of men and women. Soon she 
found herself defending women’s rights so that she could advocate for enslaved people. In her Letters on 
the Equality of the Sexes, and the Condition of Woman of 1838, she responded to another white 
woman, Catharine Beecher, who believed women should have a subordinate role in society and refrain from 
petitioning on behalf of the enslaved. Her words were radical for 1838 and only won limited support.  
 
LETTER II. WOMAN SUBJECT ONLY TO GOD. 
Woman has been placed by John Quincy Adams, side by side with the slave, whilst he was 
contending for the right side of petition. I thank him for ranking us with the oppressed; for I 
shall not find it difficult to show, that in all ages and countries, not even excepting enlightened 
republican America, woman has more or less been made a means to promote the welfare of man, 
without due regard to her own happiness, and the glory of God as the end of her creation... 
 
LETTER X. INTELLECT OF WOMAN. 
It will scarcely be denied, I presume, that, as a general rule, men do not desire the improvement 
of women. There are few instances of men who are magnanimous enough to be entirely willing 
that women should know more than themselves, on any subjects except dress and cookery; and, 
indeed, this necessarily flows from their assumption of superiority... 
 
LETTER XII. LEGAL DISABILITIES OF WOMEN. 
There are few things which present greater obstacles to the improvement and elevation* of 
woman to her appropriate sphere of usefulness and duty, than the laws which have been 
enacted to destroy her independence, and crush her individuality; laws which, although they are 
framed for her government, she has had no voice in establishing, and which rob her of some of 
her essential rights. Woman has no political existence. With the single exception of presenting a 
petition to the legislative body, she is a cipher in the nation; or, if not actually so in 
representative governments, she is only counted, like the slaves of the South, to swell the 
number of law−makers who form decrees for her government, with little reference to her benefit, 
except so far as her good may promote their own... 
 
That the laws which have been generally adopted in the United States, for the government of 
women, have been framed almost entirely for the exclusive benefit of men, and with a design to 
oppress women, by depriving them of all control over their property, is too manifest* to be 
denied...Men frame the laws, and, with few exceptions, claim to execute them on both 
sexes...Although looked upon as an inferior, when considered as an intellectual being, woman is 
punished with the same severity as man, when she is guilty of moral offences... 
 
LETTER XIII. RELATION OF HUSBAND AND WIFE. 
In the wealthy classes of society, and those who are in comfortable circumstances, women are 
exempt from great corporeal exertion, and are protected by public opinion, and by the genial 
influence of Christianity, from much physical ill treatment. Still, there is a vast amount of secret 
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suffering endured, from the forced submission of women to the opinions and whims of their 
husbands. Hence they are frequently driven to use deception, to compass* their ends. They are 
early taught that to appear to yield, is the only way to govern...If she submits, let her do it 
openly, honorably, not to gain her point, but as a matter of Christian duty. But let her beware 
how she permits her husband to be her conscience−keeper. On all moral and religious subjects, 
she is bound to think and act for herself. 
 
Where confidence and love exist, a wife will naturally converse with her husband as with her 
dearest friend, on all that interests her heart, and there will be a perfectly free interchange of 
sentiment; but she is no more bound to be governed by his judgement, than he is by hers. They 
are standing on the same platform of human rights, are equally under the government of God, 
and accountable to him, and him alone... 
 
Thine in the bonds of womanhood, 
SARAH M. GRIMKÉ 
 
Grimke, Sarah. Letters on the Equality of the Sexes, and the Condition of Woman. Boston: Old Sturbridge 

Village, 1838. Retrieved from https://www.teachushistory.org/second-great-awakening-age-
reform/resources/sarah-grimke-argues-womens-
rights#:~:text=In%20her%20Letters%20on%20the,the%20subordinate%20role%20of%20wome
n.  

 
Guiding Questions: 

12. When was this document written? 
 
 

13. What does this document reveal about Abolitionists women’s focus before 1848? 
 
 

14. Does Grimke directly ask for the right to vote? 
 
 
Do these document reveal a “women’s rights movement” before 1848? Explain. 
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Document I: How History Classes on the Women’s Suffrage Movement Leave Out the Work 
of Black Voting Rights Activists 

Anthony promoted a predominantly-white history of voting rights activism, which is 
often believed to have ended in 1920 when the 19th Amendment was ratified, prohibiting states 
from restricting who can vote based on sex. In fact, Seneca Falls didn’t become known as the 
origins of the women’s rights movement until the 25th anniversary of the meeting in 1873, 
suggesting that crafting an origin story for the movement was not a priority before then, argues 
Lisa Tetrault, historian and author of The Myth of Seneca Falls: Memory and the Women’s Suffrage 
Movement, 1848-1898. Though Anthony is often reported as being at the 1848 Seneca Falls 
meeting, she was not. It was a local affair, organized in a few days by Elizabeth Cady Stanton 
and attended by around 200-300 white men and women. The only African American in 
attendance was abolitionist Frederick Douglass… 

Starting the movement’s story then also allowed them to leave out suffragists who didn’t 
go to Seneca Falls and who they had fallen out with, at a time when there were internal 
disagreements between suffragists about the best way to achieve full equality for women in 
American society. For example, Lucy Stone was not at Seneca Falls, but organized what’s 
considered the first national women’s rights convention in Worcester, Mass., in 1850. Stone 
believed a state-level approach to women’s suffrage would be most effective way to guarantee 
women the right to vote, as opposed to amending the U.S. Constitution. She was also one of the 
white suffragists who supported the 15th Amendment prohibiting states from restricting voting 
based on race. Anthony and Stanton opposed the amendment because they did not think Black 
men should get the vote before white women... 

For African American women, for example, Tetrault says the meeting “was not a 
particularly important moment…Nor were the demands that they made particularly germane 
[relevant] to the lives of women living under the twin oppressive forces of racism and sexism.” 

Stanton and Anthony further cemented Seneca Falls’ place, and their own place, through 
the History of Woman Suffrage, a set of six-volumes boasting more than 5,700 pages. The book, 
however, long considered the definitive history of the 19th century suffrage movement, left out 
many Black voting rights activists. 

Starting the history of the voting rights activism at Seneca Falls leaves out the earlier 
roots of Black women’s voting rights activism. Martha S. Jones, historian and author of Vanguard: 
How Black Women Broke Barriers, Won the Vote, and Insisted on Equality for All, has traced it back to 
the 1820s and 1830s. While Black women were not included at the 1848 Seneca Falls meeting, 
they were in Philadelphia that spring fighting to be allowed to be licensed preachers. Formerly 
enslaved upstate New Yorker and activist Sojourner Truth represented Black women at the 1850 
national women’s rights convention, and her “Ain’t I a Woman” speech the following year 
framed voting rights as human rights that galvanized generations of voting rights activists. 
 

Waxman, Olivia B. How History Classes on the Women’s Suffrage Movement Leave Out the 
Work of Black Voting Rights Activists. Time Magazine. December 8, 2020. 
https://time.com/5917131/seneca-falls-myth/.  
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Based on this document, which women are left out of history when Seneca Falls is considered 
the start of the movement? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Overall, was Seneca Falls the start of the Women’s Rights Movement? Explain. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


